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COMPREHENSIVE END-TO-END BUSINESS PROCESS TESTING
cFactory™ leverages ground breaking application-aware, data-driven technology to help you dynamically
generate and maintain test cases. With built-in logic and data flows, you can expand your test coverage to
include all possible scenarios, allowing you to speed implementation while minimizing risk.

Accelerate time to market
Lower test creation and maintenance costs
Extend test coverage and minimize business risk
Meet your Agile and DevOps environment
demands
Works with prebuilt Accelerators for SAP,
Oracle EBS, PeopleSoft, Guidewire, Salesforce,
Workday, and T24

With intelligent drag
and drop functionality,
your business users can
create full end-to-end
automated test
processes quickly,
making you more
efficient and your apps
more effective.

The software analyzes
test data and
automatically creates
test flows of all business
scenarios. This helps to
maximize test coverage,
giving you the fewest
number of test sets that
you need to create and
maintain.

Visual cues walk you
through the process so
you make quick and easy
updates. Our patented
Evergreen AutomationTM
automatically identifies
defects to your system,
allowing you to update
your test components in
just a few clicks.

Get cross-platform
flexibility for enterprise
apps and across end-toend business processes.
From HTML, ASP.NET to
SAP, Oracle EBS,
PeopleSoft, Salesforce,
and more—test them all
with one comprehensive ,
integrated solution.
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THE BEST TEST AUTOMATION PLATFORM ON THE PLANET
TurnKey cFactory™ is the only intelligent, data-driven framework designed to streamline testing at
each stage of the testing process. Reduce your end-to-end business process, web app, UFT, Selenium,
functional and regression testing time and costs while maximizing performance and availability.

SEAMLESS TEST
CREATION

INTELLIGENT
DATA-DRIVEN
WORKFLOWS

EFFORTLESS
MAINTENANCE

Automate each stage of the
testing process across
multiple platforms. Simply
walk through your
application screens as the
software identifies and
creates a library of test
components for easy
customization and reuse.
Then drag and drop to
create test flows and fully
automate an entire end-toend business process.

Other testing tools require
potentially hundreds of test
cases to get to the coverage
you need, making test
management a challenge.
With TurnKey, expand your
test coverage to cover all
your possible scenarios.
Our intuitive, data-driven
technology guides the flow
of tests to so you can
maximize application
quality and minimize risk.

We help you locate each
change, giving visual cues to
analyze and update test
sets and data. With just a
few clicks, users can quickly
review, update and push out
new test sets and data, all
within HP Quality Center.
This advanced automation
supports a continuous, agile
testing framework, saving
50%-80% of ongoing test
maintenance.

“As an organization, we now function better in our regular
business processes —not just in application testing, but in what
we actually do as a business.”
-Mary Cathell, QA Manager, Pomeroy
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